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Drill A L A R M S by Robert Barrett 
'S\ Procedures 
Immediately upon the sounding of the 
alarm, each Instructor will- assemble his 
class and lead it out of the building quickly 
by the designated stairway. At the stairway 
single files of students are to be combined in 
files .of three abreast descending the 
staircase. Each instructor is to remain with 
h is ' c lass at all times. Physically in-
capacitated persons are to be directed to the 
elevator set aside for the purpose of 
removing them from the floors. Instructors 
will lead their classes out of the building 
onto the sidewalks and then take t l i enr a 
reasonable distance from theijuilding so as 
not to cause congestion at the exits and 
interfere with emergency apparatus in the 
case of a real emergency. It is important 
that the corner of Lexington and 23rd Street 
and the sidewalk in frbng_of the Student 
Ce«*er ^ot be congestested by groups of 
oe-so-.s who have left the buildings. Fire 
— arshal l s will assist in evacuat ion 
o-ocedui-es on each floor and in the. lobby of 
:he building. They will relay instructions for 
*
:
^e OT*oups&to return to the buildings. 
""'*• % obvious that instructors will need to 
conscientiously perform their duties in-
cluding maintaining order and reasonable 
quiet while evacuating the groups :rozn tne 
Classes of Thursdav^November 19, were 
disrupted by five false f^ bre drills. The false 
alarms occurred at approximately 10:35, 
11:05,1:15,4:10, and 4:25. It is^assumed that 
they were caused by one~Tor--more students 
not wishing to take their final exams. 
Upon hearing the first set of bells, 
students and faculty, filled out of Baruch, on 
to 23rd Street and-iexington Avenue. 
Several students decided that this was a 
good opportunity to dramatize the need for 
the closing of the portion of 23rd Street in 
front of the building, to help relieve the 
congestion in the school; they blocked the 
corner of 23rd Street—refusing to allow 
traffic to pass. 
The first vehicle they forced back was a 
Pepsi-Cola delivery truck. The driver ac-
cepted the inconvenience good naturedly. 
His daughrer attended Baruch in 1951, and 
he thought it was "a good school." Other 
drivers, especially those of taxi cabs, did not 
find the demonstration amusing, and inched 
their way through the crowd. 
"The crowd was disperesed by Mr. Tribble 
and Dean Lavender, only to return a few 
minutes later when another alarm was 
pulled. Six police was then called to break 
up the students. 
An officer said that they were called by 
"an anonymous phone call, on 911, on a 
large disorderly group." They got the 
students to stand on the sidewalk, and 
allowed the traffic to resume. The police 
thought that the Baruchians were 'Very 
cooperative," although some "had a vew 
things to say," which was expected. 
The other alarms went without incident; 
in some cases they were ignored. 
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MUSIC Announcements 
•Wednesday Morning Recital Series-
presented by Music Department 
i«'irst 3 Wed. in Dec. 
Dec. 2 at 10:00 A.M. Room 1220 
Dec. 9 at 11:00 A.M. Room 1220 
Dec. 16 at 12:00 Noon Room 1220 
FREE FREE FREE 
H 
/ft^e Division of , Counseling>af the 
Department of Student PersoimeJySerVices 
are sponsoring a symposium on ther search 
for identity entitled "Where Am I At?" . The 
symposium will be held in the Basement on 
Thursday, Dec. 3 from 12 Noon to 2:00P-M. 
The panel consists of: 
Alan Elnick, a member of the student body; 
Prof. Philip Halboth and Prof. Howard 
Siegel of the Department of Education. 
Irving Camihskf of the Psych;. Department. 
Prof. Jack Scharf of the Division of Coun-
seling will chair the symposium during 
which there will be brief presentations 
followed by questions and discussions. 
Council of Club Presidents 
will meet -
Date— Nov. 25,1970 
Time: 3:00 Pm 
Room:. 402 Student Center 
TRIPS 
Tfie: Chemistry Department is pleased to 
announce mat it has scheduled a Geology 
field ttUp to' the Palisades and Watchung 
vregiohs of New Jersey. -
* . 
It will be a combination bus and walking 
trip. A chartered bus will leave<the-college 
at 12 noon on Thursday.. December 3. A 
• limited number of guests can be ac-
commodated, (without charge). Interested 
.: -students may register for the trip at Room 
;«*o Main Building. 
ALPHONSE SCHILLING 
will rap with students 
about his 
INCREDIBLE PHOTOGRAPHY1^ 
North Lounge 
Tuesday November, 24 
5:00—7:00 p.m. 
SENIORS 
In order that you may truely be 
represented we ask you to go to LORSTAN 
STUDIOS and have your yearbook picture 
taken. There is NO charge for this service 
and NO committment to buy any portrait for 
the family. For those that a re interested in 
portraits the rates at Lorstan are quite 
reasonable. Along with your p"* re—your 
name and credits appear in t yearbook 
ABSOLUTELY JR#EE. 
The hours of LORSTAN STUDIOS are 9:30 
to 5 Monday—Saturday, Thursday they are 
there until 6. The phone number is LE 5-5790. 
You have from NOW TO DEC. 11 to get up 
there. Look for a future mailing from this 
office. (Lorstan closed Thanksgiving Day). 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
You may submit your own photo, formal-
informal -whatever/ care of CHANGES '71 
room 313 Student Center—Box 944. As a 
helping hand if one of our staff 
photographers ask to use your class kindly 
allow this brief interuption. Oh yes—smile— 
EVERYBODY 
To clear up a misunderstanding— 
ANYBODY can place a personal ten word 
ad in CHANGES '71. This price is only $2.00. 
This has nothing to do with Senior credits. 
When you see a CHANGES '71 photographer 
smile. Create programs and happenings, the 
more happenings the more your faces get in 
CHANGES '71. 
Starting Wednesday Nov. 25, Boosters will 
be accepting deposits for CHANGES '71 and 
for personal ads. From the 25th on—in the 
lobby of the Student Center—MONDAYS 11-
1, 12-2, and FRIDAYS '71 will be $12.50. The 
first 100 students to pay .in full will receieve 
a copy o/LEXICON '69. --.., 
All new freshmen who are not being 
counseld by the Department of Com-
pensatory Progrma, recei^'3 curricular 
guidance in Room 305 (Main Building). Post 
cards are being mailed in alphabetical order 
asking students to come to Room 305 to see 
an advisor. Those who have immediate 
problems may come to Room 305 at anyme, 
whether they have received a card or not. 
However, those students who have a 
counselor in the 24th St. Building cannot be 
assisted by the Office of Curricular 
Guidance. Although counselors have sent 
their students to Room 305 in connection 
with dropping courses, such students should 
advise their counselors that this is not 
correct. 
PLACEMENT 
The placement Office will hold an Orien-
tation meeting for members of the Class of 
June 1971 and , MBA candidates on 
December 10, 1970 at 12:00 noon in Room 4 
» South. 
Topics to be discussed will include: "Job 
Hunting For College Graduates in 1971", 
"How to Write A Resume", How Aggressive 
Can One Be in Job Hunting?" and dther 
related topics. 
In view of the bleak job outlook for the 
next few months, all members of the Glass 
of June 1971 and MBA Candidates are urged 
to attend this Very important Orientation 
meeting. . -
TUTORING 
If you require tutorial assistance in any 
Liberal Arts subject (including Math 67) or 
any Business Subject, there are students 
who have volunteered their time to give 
tutoring service to their fellow students. If 
you would like to take advantage of this 
opportunity'you simply have to write down 
- your name, address, telephone number, 
subject you need help in and your free hours. 
"Please leave this information in the en-
velope on the door of the Sigma Alpha Office 
in'Room 415 in the Student Center. Sigma 
Alpha will contact VOJU as soon a s possible-
GRADS 
Admission to Graduate Schools 
Admission to Law Schools and 
Government Careers. 
All students are most enthusiastically in-
vited to attend. 
All emerabers of the Political Science 
Department are invited with equal en-
thusiasm to particpate in the . panel 
discussion. 
The discussion is to take place on Thursday, 
December 3,. 1970 at 12:30 p.m^ In the 
Faculty Council Room, room 903. 
L IBRARY 
There is some circulating library primari ly 
for College Students, located at 40th St., and 
5th Ave., in the Arnold Constable Building. 
It is a large and modern library .without a 
card catalog^-everything is on the open 
shelves. It is called the Mid-Manhattan 
Library and should be useful to all Baruch 
Students. ' ' 
GRAD SCHOOL 
"Graduate School representatives from the 
Univers i ty of Chicago and Adelphi 
University will visit the Baruch College to 
interview unde rg radua t e s tuden t s in-
terested in graduate business programs. 
Dean Harold R. Metcalf will represent the 
University of Chicago Graduate School of 
Business and Dean David P . Harmon, J r . 
-~~ will represent Adelphi University's School 
of Business Administration. 
The Chicago representative will appear on 
Monday, November 30th between 1:00 P.M. 
and 4:00 P.M. in Room 1309. Adelphi's in-
terviewer will be here Monday, December 
7th during the same hours and in the same 
room: ... -
- ^S tuden t s interested in these interviews 
should make appointments for them in the 
Office of Curricular Guidance, Room 305. 
> Dean Frank Saidel 
continued on page 73 
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November 25 ,1970 9 :00 P.M 
irtists: 
H.J. Murphy and the Free Flowing Salt 
Live Circus Acts 
Magicians, Ragdoll, Juggler 
Peter Ferrara and the Freaks 
Price: $2.00 
Purchase ygur tickets in the Fohhy of the Student 
powi 111 of the Student Center. All 
rv 
enter or 
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EXPLORING 
WORLDSOFTHE 
ARTIST 
L IV ING WORKSHOP 
JOURNEYSTOTHE CENTER 
To Live Workshop 
centering through fantasy sometimes in sensing in 
graphics in sounding. Each participant w i l l create 
his own inner map, choose guides and helpers. 
Fantasy as used by therapists and group leaders. A 
t ru ly unusual evening. 
i^ 
z. S - r^ 
G A V I N M U R R A Y 
former priest 
senior counselor 
narcotics addiction 
family counselor 
M.A. humanities 
philosophy 
AA.A. psychiatry 
add religion 
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D E A R WHAT I S j t H A N G E S v7l 
Dear Aunt- Eva, _ 
I am having aproblem with m y 
who I have been going out with for a few 
months. We are deeply in love and when I 
graduate this June, we will get jmarried. 
Both of us are very excited about this and 
are looking forward to loving together.. She 
feels that as long as«we're engaged it would 
be alright for us to go all the way and have 
sexual intercourse. Of course, I told her that 
was out of the question until our wedding 
night^She became enraged and told; m e that 
my^attitude is prudish. We have decided to 
let you settle the question. 
What do you say? 
Old Fashioned 
If you have any problems please drop them 
in the TICKER office addressed to Aunt 
Eva. She will answer any and all questions. 
No names will b e revealed. 
And the bells rang at 10:30 and they rang at 
11:05 (and again at 1:00 but no one noticed). 
The students held 'a7 place' along with the 
good weather stria good .spirits, it's
 rno 
wonder why so few students took Dean 
Lavender up on an invitation to return to* 
classes. No, not even Joel Seidner^ -?"fori. 
crowd control talent;-could thin the crowd 
out. And then therumor spread that traffic 
was coming down Lexington Ave. Traffic 
was greeted, ahem, with shouts from the 
front line students. 
CLASS OF 1972 
junior interested in being 
a Class R e p 
for the Fall 1970 term, 
please submit your 
ication in writing 
Due to what seems to be a lot of confusion 
about CHANGES '71,1 thought I should take 
time to explaur fully .the whos /whats and 
where's of the new school yearbook (also to 
show I can write full sentences). 
The Edictors of CHANGES '71 have 
decided to create a book that would be 
available to the entire Baruch Community. 
A book that would interest and be a part of 
all factions of Baruch, For this reason 
CHANGES '71 will not be another "picture 
book" for Seniors. In line with this reasoning 
we have -decided to publish a new kind of 
book, a 'Naiulti-medra phenomenon— 
concerning life at Baruch and the wold, 
past, present and future. 
As part of our new design-CHANGES !71 
will not come in a bound volume, but will 
come in a "cigar box" covering. Within the 
box will be many magazines. These 
magazines will each have its own theme. 
There will be booklets on clubs, sports, 
extra-curricular activities, the world.about 
us, senior photos and credits, and many-
other types a s yet undecided. The box will be 
one that can be permanently stored on a 
shelf, just like any other book. 
Along with, these magazines wil l be 
games , posters, cartoons, and 59 minutes of 
recordings based on Baruch. The recordings 
will be on four separate plastic records that 
can be played on any phonograph. One 20 
minute record will be an edited version (due 
to length) of the mass for the Kent State 
slayings last term. The other 39 minutes will 
be surprises. 
To show that college life is not all fun and 
g a m e s ; or all strikes and studies— 
PHEONIX the school Literary Magazine 
will also be part of CHANGES *71. Anyone 
interested in submitting poetry, prose , art 
work, cartoons or anything else, should 
contact Flo Mauri care of TICKER. This 
also goes ibr those that would l ike to work on 
this project. ' : 
^ T h e responsibilities are quite large for an 
undertaking of this kind of publication. The 
quality of CHANGES '71 cannot be just the 
task of. the staff, the whole community must 
take part. Below are thosejasks which each 
segment of Baruch can "have-a-hand in, to 
assure the quality and avilability of 
CHANGES '71. 
indeed is that rare movie you simply 
HAVE to see/' —Judith Crist 
A film of Freudian anguish, biblical 
savagery and immense social and 
cinematic importance. Peter Boyle 
is superb. He performs with as much 
harsh power as the young Brando 
O 
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DENNIS FR1EDUNO AND CHRISTOPHER C-SEWEY PRESENT A CANNON PRODUCTION 
STARRING PETER BOYLE AND DENNiS PATRICK IN "JOE" WITH AUDREY CA1RE 
SUSAN SARANDON - K. CALLAN • PAT MC DERMOTT - MUSIC COMPOSED. AND 
CONDUCTED BY BOBBY SCOTT-EDITED BY GEORGE T. NQRRIS- WRITTEN BY 
. NORMAN WEXLER - PRODUCED BY DAVID GIL: DIRECTED BY-JOHN G. AVILDSEN 
COLOR BY DELUXE" {OriginalSound Track Album available on Mercury Rcccxds Vsmmm^Z] JP^ 
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C L U B B I N G 3 T 
WBMB, Baruch's radio of the hallowed 
halls of the student center, began broad-
casting full t ime during the day last Mon-
day. Special preliminary programs have 
been on the air since November 4th. Ac-
cording to s tat ion m a n a g e r A n t h o n y 
Anaman, and technical director Thomas 
Birgeles, there will be a new, exciting sound 
on the Instant Sunshine ^station. .''... 
But let's start from the beginning, and see 
why it took WBMB so long to get its tufn-
• tables rolling. As- most Baruchians know, 
the station was hooked up -to the Strike 
Network last Spring, and broadcast all the 
strike news it could get. What some of you 
don't know, however, is that a few of those 
occupying^the student center demanded that 
the station, "broadcast 24 hours a day.--A 
threat., was received, stating~~that if the 
station didn't broadcast all day-and night, it 
would have its equipment destroyed. Since 
continuous broadcasting was a physical 
impossibility, the station closed down "arid 
its equipment was put in storage - for the 
summer. _ .' ' 
September finally came, and the station 
could set up again. What.took so long now? 
Well, according to Tom Birgeles, the door to 
the broadcast booth had to be moved from 
one side of the studio to the other. Why ? No 
reason in particular. And, of course, it took 
awhile for the station to install the complete 
set of new equipment it bought. 
" But, alas, WBMB is on the air at Uast-
Some of your favorite announces, from last 
year will be back, including Gary Frank, 
U a r r y Levine, Juan Castro, Nor© Heary, 
Ron Cliates and Hoyt SooHoo. Th i s year, 
there will be stricter control of the 
programming. The reason for this is to 
Stephen Chaikind 
.prevent students from throwing paper cups 
and cookies at the speakers^as they once did 
while a Steve Lawrenc^TTecord was being 
played- All types of music will be aired, 
including hard rock, classical, jazz and pop. 
' WBMB's record library i s growing at an 
increasing rate, with all major labels in its 
collection. This, despite the fact that the 
library was broken into over the summer. 
The thief didn't even take everything, he (or 
she, for you women's lib people out there) 
was so selective^ he only took the top- 40 
records, or so. _ 
^ For those of you who like to display your 
loyalties, "Instant Sunshine" buttons wfll be 
distributed around- the school from time to 
time. And there will be a contest on the air. 
Questions will be asked about various 
recordings and artists. The first person to 
write the answer down and slip it under the 
WBMB studio door will win a Columbia 
record album. 
_,; JLf you think you're good-enough to be an 
announcer or~~engineer (one of each-per 
show), go talk to someone at the station. 
Maybe you'll become a big star like Alex 
Bennett. 
CLUBLETS: So far a few clubs have 
responded to the plea ior help in tutoring. 
The Accounting Society has agreed to tutor 
anyone who needs it in accounting, at the 
elementary through advanced levels. See 
them in room 416 SC. Also, anyone who 
wants to tutor can do.50,at the same place. 
The History Society, although not formally 
participating yet, has helped arrange for 
tutoring in most history courses. The rest of 
the clubs in the school, however, don't seem 
to be doing much for the school that supports 
t h e m / 
Baruch Bowls To 
Triumph 
Baruch continued its tprried pace by 
sweeping over Pratt Institute 3-0 and 
beating Pace College 2-1. Both matches had 
many exciting phases. In the Pratt match, 
Baruch won the second game by three pins 
802-799. The other scores were: lst.gi 
898-759, 3rd game 786-757. The second 
of-the Pace match was even closer. The 
keglers won, 838-836. Harvey Cohen led the 
Baruchians over Pace with a 595 series and 
some- c lu tch spare shoot ing. Walt 
Mademann a l so c o n t r i b u t e d another 
consistent week of whootihg .He continues to 
lead the team with a, 181 averageJTheLoher-, 
g a m e s : It—Baruch over Pace 810-738 and 
the 3rd g a m e Pace overt-Baruch 995-894. 
The reason for Baruch^ success this year 
has been its ability to win m ny close 
games. Their dutch shooting have kept 
them in contention, although the team 
bowling has, for the most part, been'low. 
Baruch. is now one half game out of first 
place and m a y move into first place next 
week —against, Columbia. Here are th 
leading t£am standings as of^November 15: 
PRIMARY SELECTIONS: 
Priscilfa LaBar-
Suri 
Arthur Lukin 
Vpgt 
Tom 
Marie Miren-
Elaine 
W e i s i n g e r 
Jean Mouscar-
1 u t 
Neil.Bergman 
bera Earl 
Danny A. Boehr 
Swift 
Stephen Casper 
da... Arthur 
StephenOiaiRind 
M o r l e y * R i c h a r d 
Alfred Charasz 
d y L o u i s W e i t z e n b 
arkCitrin Jeffrey M. Parker 
W a l t e r W i d m a n 
Roslyn Fleishef , ^ Stanley Pomeran 
c e . G r a d "^  S t u d e n t s 
Robert Hcllis Angela Previte Joel M. 
Brown -
Steve Hornberger. Sophie Red 
m a n W a l t e r G r e e n s p a n 
Francisco Jaquez Ruth Rosen 
b ejr g - B o b H u t c h i n s o n 
Albert Karo Ruth Rosenberg Kevin 
F . M c C r o h a n 
Matilda Kleinfeld _ - John 
S c k o r o h o d H e r b R o t h m a n 
J^elSeidner Morris J. Setton 
St. Johns 
Baruch 
Queens -/' 
Pace 
Bklyn Poly. 
Fordham 
*V 
W—L 
16-5 
15 i£-5Vfe 
15-6 
14-7 
13^ 8 
12 -8Vfe 
Who's Who 
The foUo-wing^stuclents were selected as 
n o m i n e ^ f o r Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges. This 
listing includes Day, Evening and Graduate 
stu( lents. 
ALTERNATE SELECTIONS: (Four in-
clusion if Who's Who will extend Baruch 
quota) **-
Dorothea Hamel 
Peter B. Pepper 
Steven Gish 
JoAnne Anderson 
The selection committees .were composed 
primari ly of s tudents m e e t i n g with 
representat ives of the Department - of 
Student Personnel Personnel Services. The 
Day Committee was responsible for the 
selection £>f day students, The Evening 
Committee for evening students and The 
Graduate Committee for grad students. 
SENIOR 
1503 Third Ave (at 8 5 t h St) 
9:30-5:30 Mon-Sat, t i l l 6:30 
Thurs. 
(PS—IT'S FREE) 
PICTURES 
. • - . • • - * , _ • ' 
Get your picture in a 
new book—CHANGES 7 1 
$ttt*ffc*»*i«EH«L (-'•»' 
I .* FOR A M E R E V* 
WILL P R I N T Vs? W( 
AND YOUR NAME 
CHANGES 71 
I 
I Forms available at desk in 
Student Center Lobby 
DIVISION OF COUNSELING 
. OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
i 
r 
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whites who i*wr Win*** thtrp «a»s a BanK&.-Coliece ,• mtes wnp are: not comfortable around 
^^t^m^Si^m^mmm^ts^^eirU Ind i^ 4 * r e ^ * « ^ ^ not 
time - t e j p & ^ t h f e ^iae»c *C:Something' believe %f |cBt ask; ^ f e in t h e X^nport 
meanm^id woiW te. 1 ^ ib^ ea would either Leaders know-ffc-TheiPefcSPe, we haveset up 
be to UbebeneTit of ffie College, some portion- a wbrtcsl i©i* ial^^t^^ 
^ - ...,-. -^ =.•••.-*-*•.: > . ,. We have three.^geheR^^ 
tr 
thereof, or at least to oneself. At any rate, 
the facilities ofthe school wobld be utaized. 
The facilities «sed.could' teil^stSfcit: 
center,^ie classrooms, tne apb'itorium, the. 
clubs a i ^ orgamzations and the like. 
- I, »l«mg. wftfr-ift group calletf tfae^Sesskms 
Committee of one of the organizations have, 
decided to p i t our bid in, which happens t o 
he toe p u r p o s e ! this a r t ^ ^ 
the organi^tion that exist^^by the jname 
we are again 
attemptin^toiiive «p<a aa£«tea. I feel that 
S w i f l i ^ p i m ^ ^ j g f e B ^ ^ ^ I M ft will 
oegin to approach realittv^hlsfeiwt to take 
anything away fn 
has done in tt^ past: Xc^^otiOsOf^ythat I 
personal^ biave 
relatioiisiup with the laimpori; 
IXain^my^w^ years afffliariofv.wij^ 
L.L.S., I ha^e bad many tiying experiences 
as wefl astVrealizing-what people, are aboot, 
but most of all what t^amabout, 1 guesy 
m a n y o l ^ J f e l l i e t i a m p ^ t Reader Society 
have serious ideas about where the club Is 
gomg ano%*at%e aTegQing to do, but above 
all fta^^^^jj^^y/j^ prepare tor- the 
Sensitivity TOrraop;tliat is held twice a 
year. At this tiifce^ foe ifee planning our 27tb 
workshop, that we hope wiH be the most 
meanirigfid we have ever^oj^aijized.. „ .i , 
What i*J a workshop? TVett, you can ask 
some of |&ur eJas^mates wfcp^bave^ofleion . 
previoo%worksbopB,I caaprobably explain 
what a ^ t ^ E s % ^ ^ ^ ^ § p ^ r e i ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ 
youcaif4feysd<*^J&^^ 
reallylmow what it is.'Qien again; 1 Want to 
speak of whafcwjUJje onthe^nejrt worirahop. 
For~ the''hexf" wrkshdp, the Sessions* 
"Committee is attempting to create a 
situation in which eachlindlvidual attending 
can reach a point where he can say I know 
who X-am; | am. me. -In other,words, the 
workshop-is geared towards^personal^ 
growth and self-identity ."The goal is to bring 
thfs attftude back home and deal with it, not 
te^copewiuS it: We chose this as our goal 
because if one knows himself, then 
(1) the Wack-wKfe grou^ t h ^ has 
sinceblacks and whites have attended here 
: at Baruch, (2) the White group, similar to 
-the kind of groups jn;the past. At one time 
fee only people whoiiaftrgcrae on the 
-Wtttkshop were- whites. There is no dif-
fer ta^here Only now one has a preference 
as tS**ere would he be most comfortable. 
life). We bave concluded the workshop with, 
a community session to Tet it be seen, that 
wifli^ur proMem&deaH wife^ 
possible to take these experiences back 
home <to the College) to beneGT from them. 
Also, in the cbmmuairy session we can look 
at what we have accomplished . In this way 
we, of the LLS, feel _that we c a n u s e our 
facility as one of flie most meaningful 
learning eaq^eriences bne_ can obtain from 
Baruch. Since this is the first timethat this 
is being implemented in Baruch College, we. 
are looking forward to what^wir efforts will 
bring about. May I also add, that we are 
very optimistic. _ - . . . ' . 
•^ «w—J~ v y ^ - c * * *•- • ' ' • *' --• FM3IDE , ~: -v.'-'-
byErfcdaude 
1. Knowing that we cannot please 
everyone with respect to words in this in-
stance, for want of a better word, we use 
Black, meaning people of color, the "dark 
people of the world or Third WorM people. 
Basically one may consider himself as 
black, white^ or hon-white or non-black, 
there is a group for you. > 
If you would like an application for our next 
workshop, which will be held on Friday, 
Jan. 22 thru Monday, Jan. 25, 1971, or just 
want to find out more about it, .drop into the 
Lamport Leaders office; Room 314 of tbe 
Student Center anyday. > ..._.-.. 
P.RI.»-«rrebeived a loan of $350 at last 
Thursday's Council meeting. The money 
was needed to pay for a band which played 
a t a dance at Baruch Friday night. The 
dance was sponsored by P.RJ.D.E. as part 
of the Puerto Rican Week festivities, 
All clubs have to go to Fees Committee 
(Steve Hornberger, RoxFeisher, and Larry 
Kushner) for emergency appropriations. 
On October 1^ V97&, therCity trf ffew York 
officially opened the third nationwide 
competition for it's Urban-Fellowship 
Program. ; , 
Under the conditions of the Program, the 
City will select twenty excpetional young 
men and women from 400 college& and 
universities throughout the c p u n ^ .to serve 
full-time internships for the academjc year 
commencing in September ijwj^at the 
highest levels of the City government. 
The competition i s open to. all students 
who will have completed at least their junior 
year o.f college by September 1971, including 
graduate students. 
The selection process will entail first, 
endorsement by your own school, and will "be 
based on fully-detailed applications, 
transcripts, personal . s ta tements and 
recommendations, with•.- forty finalists in-
vited, all expenses -paid; for interviews at 
the Qffice^of the Mayor at City.lfall, New 
York City . O f tiiese^twenty wfH. be ap-
pointed Urban.;Feli6ws. . . .. 
Applications for the New York-City Urban 
Fellowship Program can be obtained in 
Room 1506, and must be returned by 
December X5tb- r ..:, 
(3) The third type t)f group which grew ou^of 
the last'LLS workshoptn Apri l^ the Black^ 
group. It is a fact that the other two:types?of 
groups which we ha4 no ^difficulty ^m-
creating, have existed in tbe"past, and the 
most was obtam in ten^ia^f^vlearrdng 
experience- No:i». to %da^esyctfr^ves ttf; 
another consideration, we feel it necessary^ 
.•^ 
;..«;. 
-*x* 
past* my black brothers have 
of sensitivity workshops as white 
icjpaft^jc ftiil of sMt, and notworth their 
time. Some thought it can only be some 
:»^L :M<S&&k£^v& "actmg out' * or nothing but 
some ''how do you feel about this or that or 
w^teve^." But, tiiey have never been to a 
sensitivity workshop 1 *' 
Tbe situation we are creating is one where 
everyone cart obtain personal growth and 
development under the most comfortable 
conditions. It is a fact, whether you Want to 
^tevj^it^or^not, that some Hacks are not 
with* whites- and there are 
^k^^^^i 
Ski Weekends! 
The original 2it2mark Ski Tours, Inc. have 
finally come to New York Now is your chance 4o 
get in lo the fabulous ski weekends you'veffearcf • 
about. Qtfr season is f rom December19.1970~/> 
.March 13> T9£i ^Pick y^our.weekends and send for 
our brochure or call^1212-266-5304 
tTbes^flfeee^ 
' that fhe extent tt (the;) attaudK^iu^ hot the 
same: The realty comes when these groups 
having been through the same experience 
with their particular problems, see how to 
deal constructively wim mese-prdblenis of 
self in terms of personal growth arid self-
ideiitity. . 
Finally,I feel it necessary to explain why, 
we have organized the <workshop, in this 
fashion. In creating^ a sitution as^such^tbe 
fact ma£ we are the Baruch College com-
munity and we are all in school together 
brings about a reality. In many instances we 
are going to jiaye to-eome together at one 
point or another in the school (as well as in 
Zitzmark Ski Tours Ine. 
ease send me your descriptive brochure 
<Sr a * . - . * v . - * 
C|*r 
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(Gra t i f i ca t i on fo r th^-Cul turaHy Depraved) 
^. " and the le t ter F 
I'd Dke to thank everyone for their 
over^elming response, to last week's 
column; fThe Best of Culture Grap", which 
was entirely censured>•• 
It's interesting to note that in last week's 
TICKER was a letter from our weight-
watchers organization, the Boosters. It 
seems that Baruch's most socially active 
girls (andforgoodxeason, right guys) have 
stuck their thumbs hi noses and esdhibited 
their tongues for aH to seev bronie as it is, 
they're calling the other students at our 
good ianiversity '<barbaric?> secure in the 
knowledge^ that no one, myself included 
would sink to the level of their meetings. I l l 
have more on that next week though, after I 
attend one.-of their meetings. I intend to 
secretiy attend in drag, disguised as. a Tat 
and ugly Barucfir Coed so I'd fit right in.. 
Meantime, be cool in the student center 
when the girls grace you with their punch 
and cookie parties, or be prepared to suffer 
the consequences and lose the whole thing. 
Once again I'd like to thank the so caHed 
editors of TICKER for giving me my 
journalistic start. It was this very column, 
. little over a year ago, which, came to the 
attention of the publishers of Screw and led 
them to my "doorstep or vice versa. When 
they found my doorstep, they returned it to 
me and the ensuing conversation led me to 
m y prpseA job! For aH of you who read 
Steve (cuddles|Kohn's review of Scrouge 
last week,;be sure to get uie real dirt in 
Screw, the week before-Christmas. 
As you've -.probably heard by now, 
misfortune, has smirked down ^on this 
paper*s very talented music critic, Gary 
Frank. Those who knew him never failed to 
be r amazed, by his seemingly limitless 
abilities. Gary was a brave and courageous 
person, having never giving ^ip hope, 
working t i lTjhe last possible minute, 
laughingriolang and eatmg in the school 
cafeteria until it was too late. Gary .^ of 
-course wiH^also be remembered' for- his 
.music column. Some people WiU-doianytning 
/Rev, J e r r y Schnefderman 
to get in the papers. -. 
There's a new movie in town. Of course 
thats nothing new, but this is the first one as 
long as T can remember: with the name 
*'Where's Papa". That alone makes it 
unique. The flick, alledged to.be a story of 
how President Cohen valiently tried to 
overcome a severe case. of: T term, nal 
hangnail, only to be run over by an elec-
trified outlet on the New York Expressway 
(southbound lanes) ten miles out of Albany. 
If that tends to discourage you, take heart. 
' Thersubject is handled "so discretly that its 
not even mentioned in the story. The film 
does deal.with a forty year old lawyer who 
lives with his. senile mother who likes to bite 
him on the ass ^ honest). The guys brother, 
•who. lives on the other side of Central Park, 
manages to get taken off by the same street 
gang every time he crosses the park but 
seems to dig. it as well as : dressing in a 
-gorilla suit like any other New Yorker. Also 
typical he rapes a cop in drag in the park". He ; 
gets off though, when the cop sends hinTa 
dozen roses with a note thanking him for a 
lovely evening. Its that kind -of movie;, 
SPECIAL THANKS this week go to the 
Philosophy Department for giving me 
something to think about. <AU mention of 
places or persons'^te not intended to have a 
resemblance to any actual institution or 
living persons. This disclaimer is purely 
fictional and is not intended tp have any 
resemblance to any actual disclaimer) 
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Sorry guys/ th*s is not an ad , 
th is cha rm i ng wpma n a 
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Paintfrip in Camera 
^ A l p h o n s e Schill ing 
m North Lounge, Student Center 
between 
1 and 2 PM, and 5-7 PM this Tues. 
Get into the mind that 
got into those painti 
( Concord-Compact: Dennon 12 
i w-AM-FM radio Automatic Cassette 
! Garrard Turnable Player w-2 mikesj 
\ Plus 2 Speakers Plays up to 12 tapes 
| Reg: 199.9.5 NOW 139.95 Reg: 249.95 
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Lowest Prices 
• Compare 
Every Top Brand 
it 
Q. O 
co 
$ 
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FREE 
Tl RKEY and TRIMMINGS 
Coffee ami Music Hour 
Tues. , Nov. 24*h from 12-2 PM 
in the 
fr&B De l ivery 
JiiJ^tJ^sjpojuLnJbL 
AJi units w-factory Warrenties 
plus 90 day service 
5 day money back guarantee 
CALL JEFF 
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Some people say the point of policy w 
yOO set tnere. tfJyou do ttiat. part right, 
haye Jp shout^from:a mpun+ato top. 
where yoo wind op. We think the point fy how 
the conclusion swogestsJtsetf.Op-6cc*sion you 
ATolliierrtfroes, ypo don't havg4o should ait. 
JoefSeidner 
MarfcCltrin 
^^rOiirpehter" 
Flo Maori 
Warren Alexander 
Gtenn Heffernan-. 
Ronald Nahoom 
/v^Gla&ser v,; 
Ronnie Schorr 
..•T--J- : : -.Ed" 
:;.-.-- Business Manager. 
Advertising Manager 
':_ ^titerary Editor 
Hunjor Editor 
Photography Director 
Protection Supervisor 
Productionsupervisor 
Administrative Assistant 
fc !-?J?r/. --XV-" -•; .yS=?.-. ? ; r s - / : T 
Dear Editor: Dear Mr. Seidner: 
C^Z r..--. y^ - . .-. V&&. 
&* 
. ' • - S. . " - - - ? ' 
And those who haveexpresseda desire to be Editor nextterm; 
• Robert Barrett 
George Fisher 
Roz-Flelsher 
John Schorohod: 
NewsEditor 
Features Editor 
Executive Assistant 
Editor Cmeritus 
Published weekly duringthe school term by the Ticker Association of The Bernard 
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Arts 
SWe were told that the Chancellor's office 
asked a few administrators of the Baruch 
community to present their ideas eori-
cerning thefuture of the Schboi^of Iiberar 
Arts at Baruch College We understand that 
the Dean of the School of Liberal Aits was 
not asked to submit a statement. It appears 
that ony members of the Business School 
made statements. Sound funny? 
This is an excerpt from the CUNY budget 
request: 
''Whfleits academic focus continues to be in 
the^ business professions and ad-
.^ar^ch offers undergraduate • 
c»urses for business majors. Now it seems 
that all the students who thought they were 
liberal Arts majors are ' merely "com-
plimentary busmess majcs" . 
Who is^oing to stand for this?-WebeKeve 
that the development of the Liberal Arts 
School is goinf to be stopped by the BHE 
before the program gets started. If you want 
to do something about ^ his, go and speak to 
the following people^and ask them what the 
story isi v !> . - ' . • • • - - " '•-<• • 
Chancellor Albert Boker,(CUNY Offiee) 
President Jerome Cohen 
. The TICKER'S editorial 'XMjservatkms"< 
of November 17 is *»»giia1 and inaccurate, r 
'. would like to call to your attention certain 
facte: which, if The TICKER had inT 
vestigated further, might have altered your 
opinion. -
First, your "apathetic" students sub-
mitted petitions for courses in Ceramics, 
Advertising .Layout^ and Photography. 
Second, your: "apathetic" art department 
now offers the first two courses, and .will 
offer the third in the FaH of 1S71. Third, in 
our introductory course we discussf-briefly 
the art of Egyptians,not their dead|x>dies-
for the simple reason that -there is Iwtfij^a 
living artist who has not been directly or 
iiKhrectly affected by Egyptian art. And 
fourth, our staff is one of the most dedicated 
staffs^ aiiywhere--gmng their hearts and-
souls to the" process of sharing their ex-
pertise withthe students. : - "; 
Sincerely, 
- Vigeo Saule, Chairman 
-•..'. Department of Art 
Dear Mr. Cohen r _.,.
 r -
Commissioner Karagheuzoff_has turned 
your letter, of October 15th over to m e for 
investigation^1 '-• 
> I have .looked into the, matter of closing 
Lexington Avenue between 22nd and 23rd 
Streets for the reasons outlined in your 
letter,"However, considering all the factors 
mvdlved-in traffic movement, it
 vis my 
opinion that to close this street would surely 
create other problems. The first would be 
the right of access to those birildings south of 
23rdStreet from Lexingt n Avenue. The 
second would te tte mandating of turning 
movements at 2^d Street should Lexington 
Avenue terminate mere; - The th rd point 
" would be an added input of traffic on 24th 
Street which presently serves as a bus turn 
around congesting this street. The fourth, 
truck services to~ the buildings south of 23rd 
Street, mclumn^ ofl deliveries, laundry, 
I have your letter of November 6 asking 
for m y ideas concerning the expansion of the 
Liberal Arts and Business programs and^he 
future qi Baruch CoHege, ' : - - ~. 
When I left the presidencyof the college, I 
d$d so with an iron-clad commitment to 
myself that I would cease and desist from 
involvement or discussion of the operations 
of that institution. This J&aS been; it policy 
which I have followed m every instance 
when I have relni^shiedadniim^trative 
responsibility for an operation- o r an in-' 
stitution^T do not think that the current or 
future leadership at the college should, in : 
any way, be influenced or harassed by the 
statements of their jpredecessors. Because 
of these circumstances, I do noti>elieve that 
I should make - the . statement that you 
requests " ' .-.-
, With personal regards.. 
-"• Sincerely yours, \ 
.' - ". ' Robert C. Weaver"., 
F^rofessor of Economics 
C.UJJ.Y. . 
continued on pa^re 12 
J1AMESDAY 
While talking, with several members dfthe 
English Dep^tment, Steve Hornberger 
began, to reminise about the games he 
played in his youth. This spurred Games 
Day,: which occurred during d u b hours last 
Thursday. - '•--: 
Mr. Hornberger suggested Games;Day^ to 
Jeff Parker, President of the Class of -*71, 
who. presehted the idea to Student Couhcil-
The games were* played in the Student 
. Center and on 22nd Street J Some of the 
games were crutch ball, potsy, skully. 
' takeafi oracle from Delphi to read 
between thehnes; The Brooklyn Center isn't 
idannedyet (weTvebeen told that it was only 
lour; ge^^ 'away) . aiid the l iberal .Arts 
School i s a compliment to the Business 
Have you ever ^nxteredi^irhy there is-a 
difference between1 the liberal arts courses 
given ? Ask some questions/ When you get 
dissatisfied enough, call a meeting of the 
student body in the auditorium, student 
School.: Iflhere^yere always. Liberal Arts organization advertising in TICKER^ is free. 
—'.. . , S i - , » 
-•*•-'•!•'••&:*••£;• 
We thought we might remind the seniors 
graduating in June or January 1971 that 
iWto^-^Mfc&l:photos. m the vear^ book are .free. ?
 W^".-'-^Seworstniay have: &eir''pic^res, taken at 
^ ^ - ^ LorsUm Studios, 1503 Third Ave. at B5th 
Sbreet between^hbw and rDeqr l i . ; v -
Besides the senior pictures, other material 
will be waiting for the; enthusiastic game 
player, the excited poster collector, and. a 
number of ofner. character types that we 
cant mention 'here; . " . 
The new. year book will be called ;es .Theyeajr bopk box should be of value to all 
;"*.-. •members "of the Baruch community. The 
^ ^ «cneoulefl to be on sale early in the ; greater the prepublication sales, the higher 
&&;?JBft!ft& tgrfe^ Tbaefoie, the senior photos- me^quality of the book. It's a good box to 
^ ^ p i t f i l f j b i i ^ l ^ • have. Order will be taken soon. 
-wfll actually be a box Support your box! 
not be fulfmed at-this time. 
t win look into this matter further during 
the Spring Semester when sidewalk use can 
be more effectively evaluated.' 
Very truly yours, 
Edward R. Bonelli, P.E. 
Director of Traffic Planning 
Dear Sir, \ 
Be advised, there's a new organization 
being formed- in the Baruch community. 
You have probably seen some of the^iotices 
around the building. 
. The Mummies are coming—Activate your 
brain—Detonate your mind—Mum, Mum 
they're Yutn Yum. r 
^';•l!l^V,init|,alS've^::''iaie' organization are 
M.IEJJ: .HoweverrT'm not at liberty to 
reveal the full- name at ttiis time. Rest 
assured, THE^ TICKER will be notified of 
t h C unveiling and ribbon cutting 
ceremonies. • :•• . * '."•-. 
Weinlent to be ^. workaWe viable force in 
the Baruch community. Our endeavors will 
surely add a touch more color to Baruch 
happenings. - ,T \.\ ~ -
Thanks for your time, and continued 
success in a needed and appreciated func-tion:: .--' -,.-..—.. _ -
Mum's the word 
The Mummie 
Dr. Donald Hugh Smith, Professor of 
Education and: Director 6f^Educational 
Development, ..was chosen "Man of the 
Month" Dy the4 Society of Koromantee at 
Baruch College. 
The idea of bestowing Dr. Smith with this 
honor,; **ManoftheMonth", i s m recognition 
- of the image which he has created in the 
minds of the Black students of Baruch. Who 
is this rnaii^ whose leadership in the past. 
months nave, been so impressionable as to 
earn the respect and honor of "Man of the 
Month"? Where does he come from, and just 
what is he doing here at Baruch? 
I .canc tell, you something about his 
educational experience and publications he 
has.written.-ThisLwill help us to determine 
from where lie as come-but I'm afraid, 
':iii9t!s\a5'.^ f^r:^a3:-'I:''.can.-:gp^ his charisma, 
communicative ability, and concern for the 
growth and ^ ell-being of .me students he 
serves'...cannot' be communida|ed by me. I 
have as^ed Dr. Smith to help;us out, and he 
has consented to dosOi 
. His past and present. Dr. Smith received 
~his A.B. Degree in Speeeh Education from 
the University of niinois in 1953. m 1959 at 
De Paul University, he received his 
Master's of Arts D^ree in Educational 
Administration. His Ph-D., was earned at 
the University of Wisconsin in 1964 in 
speech, where education was a minor. He 
has also done advanced work in Guidance 
and Counseling at Chicago Teachers College 
and De Paul University. 
Unfortunately, all of Dr. Smith's_working 
experiences and consultant positions cannot 
. be listed, for they are many:.I don't wish to 
cheat him of - any of rhis services and ac-
complishments, and I hope he understands 
if THst only the five (5) most recent ones. 
1. In 1969-70 Dr. Smith -was -Executive 
Associate of the Urban Coalition, 
Washington, D C . ^ -
2. In 1968-69 he was Professor of Education 
and Speech where he served as Director of 
the University /Community Educational 
.Programs at the tJniyersity of Pitteburgh. 
.Ss/FrgaxiSd&tqri96Rheservedas Associate 
Cof the Center for 
Students—can you tell us why this par-
ticular title wasrcbosen? 
It was-chosen because it is my experience 
and that of Dr. Hurst, my co-author, that 
Black students are very interested in 
developing; farther their skills in oral and 
written communication for purposes of 
intrag onp" and inter-group com-
munications. 
4. What are your views 'on "Open 
Enrollment"? In other words, is it 
working-—if so why? and if not, why not? 
Yes, I will be happy to give you my views. 
To begin with I think that the concept that 
^any student who graduates from a New 
York high school and who desires free 
higher public education is entitled to it is a 
noble concept. It is a worthy concept that 
has been too long delayed. It-is my opinion 
that the adoption of such a policy came, 
about because: of the impetus primarily of 
Black students but also of Puerto Rican 
students and other students who had 
formerly been denied the right to. higher 
education. Atitbis point however, in- spite 
of the noDte—-effort and the social 
machinery that is underway, to atone for 
the injustices done to Black people, Open 
Admissions is far. from achieving that 
goal. For example, here at Baruch the 
3. The system which the^uMic schools has 
employed of giving certificates to ~the 
majority of Black and Puerto Rican 
students automatically disqualified 
students who may have wanted to attend. 
I understand that this system won't be 
. equally as vicious in eliminating Black 
and Puerto Rican students from higher 
educational opportunities. 
4. No provision has been made- to admit 
students who have already given up on the 
public school system and have, been 
pushed out or dropped out to the streets. 
Some of our-finest minds are out there in 
the street; ,j . 
5.1 understand that Black students are, still 
t compalining because of the lack of Black 
teachers here at Baruch . The feeling is 
that Black students cannot relate to their 
present instructors as well as it is possible 
for them to relate to their own kind—1) 
What is your opinion of this and 2) If this is 
a real problem of Black students, what is 
your solution to it. 
It was very ^disappointing to. me when I 
came here to Baruch and found very few 
Black faculty members, because I 
recognized that not only are Black faculty 
members needed because they are those 
'' best able to understand the needs of Black 
students, but also because they represent 
r- -
^Adult Literacyr and Jobs 
. Project m: _ _:._.^ . . ___ 
5. Her was also- Consultant "to the 
President's National Advisory Council on 
Vocational^Education, and United States 
CtommisisiblfiVon Civil Ri^its and also Con-
sultant to the American Telegraph and 
Telephone Company • 
^unong^ the publications of Dr. Smith are: 
"Teaching Speech to the Culturally 
Disadvantaged", in Speech Teacher, "The 
. White. Couhselpr in the Negro.Slum School", 
School Counselor and imperat ive Issues in 
Urban Education", AACTE YEAR BOOK. 
Ur, Smith, i s presently>co--aullx>rinf<with 
Charles. 43r- ;Hurst, a ^ bpok entitled: Com-
manicatkms for Black College Students. 
Dr->Smith's civic acByitiesf, honors and 
researches have^ been omitted'because of 
limited space. Any other information on him 
will be derived.by ypu; " -. 
I am ver^fglad youiiaye'eonsented to this 
informal interview D h Smith. First, let me 
say congratulation^—and '-< just^ for the 
records-el want to know how you feel. 
1. How does it feel to fae-<iBIan:.of the Mon-
th"? ••••::•. •:/•". -'.-- . ; • • * . - ' 
Avell^IVfes-Jackson it'si a great honor to me. 
It comes.,as;a real surprise. I am very 
happy to bfe here a^'Bernard M. Baruch. 
2. Choosing you as^t4Man xrf the Month", 
- appears to ne a definite expression of 
gratitude to you for ydur loyalty and 
understanding. You.do indeed have a 
wmsoniepersonality; I was wondering, is 
this t fe real you-nr is it a role you play 
because oT:yi>ur po^itiott here? 
Tare sure that hone of us will ever knows 
who the rearnae i s . Tdo'not think I am 
playing a role. fSHink I am doing exactly 
. what^twant to do-at exactry the place I 
want to.be. 
3. I see you write a lot and most-of your 
writings deal wi&conmaunicatidns to the 
culturally disadvantaged and cpnern 
Urban Education. I understand that you 
are in the process of writing a book called 
Communications for JBIack College 
majority students have me oppoctunity to . 
be toaght and eo^mseled hy B 
' Puerto Rican professionals. -I have made' 
and shall continue, to make such recom-v 
mendations, at every opportunity. As far? 
as a specific plan is concerned. Lam not In-
a position: to devise a plan because hirfaig^ 
is a process which is in the hands of the 5 
individual departments. I would trust that . 
the various, departments.., are,^giving, 
consideration to this as toey approach 
their furture faculty needs. 
6. If you were asked and allowed to make 
any one change in the pohcies and 
procedures at Baruch College, what would -
i t b e ? -;•-•-••••• 
I think I would want to see established a 
procedure whereby pcomisiBg efforts in ': 
the area of curriculum and instruction 
could be administered on a oilot basis, 
evaluated and then directed to- the-.ap^7 
propriate college committee for final 
approval rather than the present system 
of having college committees sit in 
judgement of ,ali efforts to improve 
curriculum and .instruction prior- to its 
being tried. For example, there are many 
things that in we in Compansatory 
Programs would like to-try, and I am sure-
other departments would like to try in an 
effort to improve the education of students 
here at the college^ but because this 
college like most other colleges has such 
an involved system: of committees and 
committee approvals . it is conceivable 
that many good ideas cannot come into 
being because a committee that sits in 
approval will not permit them to be tried. 
So I think this is the one thing that might 
be more, importont than anything else.-
The right to experiment, to try to do 
' visionary things 'which, small groups, ewv 
even large; groups of faculty and students-
believe will provide students with greater 
educational opportunities. 
7. Your title labels; you Professor of 
Education.and Director of Educational 
Development.-Tell me Dr. Smith; what 
are you doing here outside of^whalriyou*^rM€: 
•
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freshman class of 19S9 meluded about 2S 
percent Rack and Puerto Rican students, 
brought in mahdy through the SEEK 
program. In 1970 with the SEEK program 
still in existence and wiu> the number of 
students in SEEK almost doubled, the 
percentage of Mack and Puerto Rican 
students in the freshman class is 23 per-
cent, even less. So one may. draw the 
conclusion that at Bernard Mv Baruch. 
Open Admissions has net made a dif-
ference in the percentage of Black and 
Puerto; R|ca« i n d e n t s - There are 
probably a number of reasons. I would 
venture that some irf them are: ^ 
l. Black and Puerto Rican students may, 
by and large, he unaware of the new" op-
portunities that Open - Admissions 
presents. ..„--'-_ 
2r Those who are aware and turn to high 
school counselors for encouragement and 
information may hot get the en-
couragement and assistance they need, or 
they think they need, in order to apply for 
Open Admission. 
the success models- that are so important 
in helping the.students to see their own 
directions. As we have sought staff for the 
Compensatory Programs we have tiled to 
select staff who would be good role models 
for the students but also who would be 
good instructors. I do not beliee that Black 
or Puerto Rican students need to be taught 
only by Black and Puerto Rican faculty, in 
fact, it has~T>een clearly demonstrated 
here at Baruch that some Whit*J-faculty 
care and have done an excellent job of 
teaching. But, when I came here I found 
that there were no Puerto Ricans, few 
Blacks, few Black males and no White 
males working on the Compensatory 
Program staff: so we have made an-effort 
to hire new staff io fill in_ what we consider 
to be necessary compositions of .the 
program. Yet, even If we have succeeded 
securing a first rate staff which includes 
Black representatives in "the -Com-
pensatory Program there is st&T a great 
need throughout tee rest of the College 
that not only minorhy students but 
first time in rity 
stepped outside of the^academic 
worked for a private organization, the. 
Urban Coalition of Washington, D.C., and 
while I was working on educational 
programs that concerned Black and other 
left out groups, nevertheless I felt like a 
fish out of the water because I was not 
working with students and with faculty. I 
was sitting in. an office writing and 
thinking and in my opinion not being very 
productive. After a year of thit T'lmew-
that this was not what my life was set for, 
so I decided to return to academia and 
strangely enough I thought I would come 
to New York. The reason that I wanted to 
come to New York is because New York 
would provide me with the opportunity to 
do some of the thing? that I thought were 
most important. By this, I mean in the 
case of Black students, it would provide-
me with the opportunity of continuihg 
what -has been iny -life's work.a* f^tfc 
elementary, secondary and-co l lege 
teacher of Black students. And second, for. - '"^ - •• 
the last four years I have, 
great interest in the education 
Rican students.. New.. York " 
laboratory that wouTdenahie me to 
these interests whjile at the 
being concerned for afl-students 
been denied educational 
portumties. '• ••Ttier^-%. " 
educational estabiisnm 
own grapevine 
grapevine that I was 
back teaching, a mhnber 
City Universi^ 
York andother parts^of the 
offers tome, 
ai 
Times was at one of the 
munity coHeges 
•jni 
wanted to 
because that i s m e 
and Puerto Rican^ 
among the senior" 
24^ 1970 
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"continued f r o m page© 
. me positions, I was attracted tq^ the 
magnetism of Robert Weaver.*Intact, I 
' allowed President Weaver, against my 
__1 owil better_j^udgehient^.to convince m e to_ 
take an administrative position when 
what I wanted was to teach. During the 
\ first two weeks of my ^employment here, 
President Weaver left and I had to.give 
serious' thought about whether or not I 
should stay. It was very fortunate that I 
\Y-}w&ck^'^th:M^^6,''^aiiQ^'-aiKd Joanne 
Nabors, Angie -Rodriguez and Bernard 
Matos -during the smSfmer and I was 
Icohvj^ the place J wanted to 
bjefand where rintendedto'stay.; Now what 
d o ! wantto d&?Tam very delighted to be 
here: I want to set up ograms that will help . 
: to l i b W a t e T ^ 
.' students we serve and that will assist bur 
stiKientsinreceiying a first rate education 
'and hvdetermining for themselves what 
• course their lives shaH take. This iaa very 
. largeorder and obviously I cannot do it by 
^nsryself or even with a small group of faith-
ful assistants. It is an endeavor of which 
we aH must set i the course and work aL 
.." together; This-is\why Dr. Holmes and I 
have established committees 'such as the 
:
;
 Curriculum ,„ Committee and ibe , Com-
.'-; "mittee on RecruiUnent~of~^udents and so 
? on •; so. that the eollecflv<thinking of our. 
^faculty and students-cahlieQ)'set direc^ 
i- tions for us all. I think mat there are . 
certain characteristics that we would 
hope our students will develop more fully, 
.f such as the ability to think critically and a 
'desire for social commitment and social 
change,, and the ctesire to, improve, the 
. human condition that cannot be accounted-
. for by the taking of any serie50of0coairses, 
^ but that can only be inspired b"y a series of 
"experiences and by a philosophy that says , 
•V- we believe in pur students, we believe in 
''eicH other -and we are determined that we 
/ are going to acquire the skills- and 
-knowledge to liberate all of our minds. 
This ends our interview of Dr. Smith. 
Would you like to add anything to what has 
V been said Dr. Smith? ' 
jOne thing that F'wmild add is that as we 
- attttnpt ti> worTPt together, as We attempt 
to do^the^^ all. 
there" wuT be those who jwfM" misun-
derstand and will therefore disapprove of 
: what we are trying to-do; who-may in fact,' 
attempt to discourage us, to undermine 
us. but I think we know that in the history 
of fiiankfnd. it is typical that people who 
have tried to bring about changes have 
beecfmisunderstood, «ven dammed and at 
some point later a lot of people said -"Oh! 
is that what was going on, I wish I had 
. been a part of * r \ and so I think that what 
we have to understand is that we are 
running the risk of being misunderstood 
and of having oar efforts impeded, but we 
should not be discouraged because if what 
wedo collectively is good for Black and 
Puerto Rican students, then it should be 
good for all students and if "it is not good, 
then we should not do it., 
We are thankful to Dr...Smith for his 
assistance in helping us to determine his 
purpose here. I am "sure consideration will 
be given to-his ideas. When this is done, 
and only when this is done, will the ob-
jectives of the Compensatory P i S ^ 
be the accomplishments of. Bernard 
Baruch College. 
Again, my many thanks to Dr. Smith for 
his ever-occupied time. In behalf of the 
Society,of Koromahtee, we are honored to 
honor you. - ' , ^ ' 
Session Ta Ik 
by Robert Barrett 
The Day Session Student Council met 
twice during the week of November 16; first 
on. Tuesday, for an emergency meeting 
concerning the budgets of various clubs, and 
second, on Thursday at its regular time. 
Larry Kusher, Treasurer of the Student 
Council, presented each" of 29 different 
budgets. Kushner explained the break-down 
of each budget, how the money was to be 
used, and why a certain amount was needed. 
The amount of money received by each 
organization is as follows ; 
Student Council . ••—-— 
wbmb 
Acct. Forum 
Aspa Earn 
Acct. Soc. 
Boosters 
Carolan Guard 
Class of'71 
Class of '72 
Class of'73 
Contemporary Music Club 
Dance fund 
Dante 
Foreign_TradeSoe^ 
Focus-Photo Club 
French Club 
Hillel 
History Club 
IFCy 
Lamport Leaders 
Law Society 
Changes '71 (lexion) 
-Newman Club 
Pride ' , ' S 
Psych. Soc. ~) 
Sigma Alpha i 
Soc. of Koromdtntee 
YAF \ ^ 
$57160.00 
1,322.00 
480.00 
97.50 
112.70 
390.00 
67.50 
753.00 
75.00 
220.00 
75.00 
750.00 
43.00 
575T00 
123.00 
525.50 
15.00 
. 700.00 
2;210.00 
125.00 
1,472.24 
255.00 
810.50 
121.00 
80.00 
1,946.80 
156.45 
This meeting was concluded in only three 
hours. A large portion of the Thursday's 
Council meeting was consumed by the 
formation of a Ticker Association. In- past 
years, the TA was a faculty committee. This 
year it was placed in the hands of the 
students. 
The Ticker Association will consist of six 
students; twcfwill be selected by the student 
body, two by Student Council, one by the 
Council of Club Presidents, and one by the. 
faculty. The six students will hold office for 
one year, and will select the editor, approve 
the Ticker budget before it goes to Council, 
and monitor the publica^*^. 
Also brought up at this meeting was a 
motion-Jeff Parker to. allow Odyssey House 
to set up a fund raising table in the" Student 
Center, and two motions by Jan Yablow— 
one to get ID cards for Baruchians, the other 
to allow CUNY students to use the student 
centers of all branches of the University'. 
€ N J O Y A W O N D E R F U L 
"WINTERFESTIVAL" O F FUN AT 
^ HOTEL & COUNTRY CLUB^ 
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our very literary Magazine 
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Frist Meeting Wednesday 
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thoughts— mystifications. 
sublimations &such to Ticker 
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Many notable critics of today's music 
. have interpreted the deaths of Janis Joplin 
and Jimi Hendri?' as further evidaice of 
rock music's decay. They were both sear-
ching^ for new ways of presenting their 
thoughts and music after their apparent 
absences from the public's eye. Both had 
made' attempts to regain their prominent 
""positions as "leaders of the youth culture," 
and both had failed. ^ -
There have been no new talents, injected 
into the mind stream of young music en-
thusiasts by record companies and powerful 
D.J.'s in over a year, which have captured a 
great deal of attention, or generated enough 
excitement to qualify them as leaders. This 
is not to say that rock music hasn't made 
any advancements in the last year or so, but 
only to point out that there are no new 
Beatles
 v Stones, Airplanes, Creams, Jppiins, 
etc i, invading the airwaves or causing 
stampedes at the box offices. Of course 
there are artists who have been playing with 
other groups in-thepast, or who only now are 
being recognized for their talents. Rock 
music is lacking the excitement of new 
artists appearing frequently, the factor 
which led to its success in.the early sixties. 
In order to examine the problem of rock's 
recent decayal, we must look"', at those 
components which collectively comprise the 
"rock culture." 
A good place ta begin i s with .the- major 
record companies. With few exceptions, 
most ••'-$){ jihe companies do not 'give much 
attention to newly acquired talents, con-
centrating their effeorts on established 
groups. It is unfortunate that in the music 
world, an artist does not have much of a 
chance'of making a living without putting 
out a piece of plasticware in order frfrgxpose 
by George Fisher 
himself to a large portion of the public. It 
must be realized that the artist himsrff 
makes very little on recordings. but still 
must depend on them, since without- the 
public hearing his music, few people will 
pay to see him perform live where most of 
his income derived. . |. . 
There is also another problem which an 
artist can encounter when dealing with a 
record company. This has been given, the 
title of ..'type." Hype means nothing more 
than the publicity built up fbra group" or an 
artist, which- often surpasses, the 
capabilities of the artist (s) frequently 
causing embarrassment and inflated- egos. 
The latter being hard to overcome, since 
many artists do not realize the extent of 
their own talents, and end up believing 
much of the rhetoric being said about them. 
A good illustration, of a record company's 
abilities in this area can be seen by the. 
publicity given to Moby Grape by Columbia 
Records. No group in recent memory has 
ever received the amount of publicity that 
Moby Grape got ^  few-years ago when they 
made their debut. Their first album was 
truly a masterpiece, and still remains one of 
the best albums ever produced. After their 
oyerwhleming initial reaction Columbia put 
even more money into their publicity 
campaign. By this time many people 
thought that Moby Grape would have a 
difficult time living up to^the public's ex-
pectations, and as it turned out they did. 
Their second album bombed, not because it 
wasn't good, but because no album put out 
could have satisfied the public after the 
amount of advance publicity it had received. 
Record companies have their own 
nefarious accomplices in the rock music 
game. who. are unsurprisingly called radio 
stations. I wont even go into the topic of 
Payola, because as everyone knows, those 
days are over, and long forgotten! However, 
it doesnt take much to decipher the ky to the 
game played between the record companies 
and the radio stations. Stations make their 
money through advertising fees, which are 
usually based on the percentage of the total 
audience that a particular station attracts. 
Naturally the station which plays the new 
releases ^irSt^and in addition might have 
the artist on the show himself, to talk about 
the album, will attract more listeners. The 
record companies are all too happy to oblige 
the stations in any way they can, since 
everybody profits in this little game. 
Because of these going on, the new artist 
really has no hope of getting his music heard 
unless-he sells his soul to the company ^  Even 
if that is done, it should be evident that his 
music might not reach the type of audience 
it was orignally written for. That brings up 
the topic of AM vs FM radio. 
The first time I ever heard of rock music 
being played on FM radio was when a friend 
of mine told me that there was a long break 
in the middle of Light My Fire by the Doors. 
I never heard Cousin Brucie play it that way 
and asked my friend how he knew it. Then 
he told me about WQR, and how they would 
read poetry with music in the background, 
and play- more than two songs in a row 
without commercials, and even when there 
were commercials, they would almost be as_ 
nice as the miusie.itself. fi was about that" 
time, that these stations were being called 
underground»".Td: m e underground meant 
that they would play cuts off obscure, 
unknowja albums which if you wanted to: 
buy, you had to go l©vOolony Records for, 
because the guy working in Korvettes never 
heard of it. This is really the samcas saying 
that the stations weren't involved in the 
little game...yet. : J 
Now, however, these stations which were . 
supposed to be everything a Top 40 station 
wasnt, are nothing more than stations: 
which play the Top 40 albums. The only 
thing under ground about them is their hank 
vaults-. The battle between AM vs . FM has 
now transgressed to an AM vs. FM vs. AM 
affair, with the AM stations gaining back the 
audiences they, lost as a result of changes 
they are rapidly making. 
Television is beginning to experiment with 
rock music; and to date a few attempts at 
broadcasting a concert with' the adirio 
portion broadcasted simultaneously in FM 
stereo have been made on both coasts. Like 
the other media, television. can only 
broadcast the performers made available to 
it, meaning those artists who have become 
part of the rock music game, again making 
it hard^for new talent to. be heard. 
Perhaps the greatest villians in the rock 
culture today are the promoters. It is 
pointless to explain or give examples of how 
they have used our culture to make them-
selves rich. There is no denying that mus c 
is big business, but very few promoters have 
given us anything back in return for our 
money. 
Who is really to blame for letting this all 
go on? Is it our fault for buying the albums 
we hear played-on the radio, or going to a 
concert in Madison Square Garden? It i s all' 
part of a circle, one that goes around without 
a beginning or an end. The answer is not that 
there is no talent available, only that rock 
music is slowly dying because of the media 
we developed and encouraged. Maybe we 
need a revolution. 
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INTERVIEW WITH SHELDON PRESSER 
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- ^  . Music Director of WBMB . 
(who is also a rock musician) 
' - • - * " • ^ . -
Q. WHAT WAS JIMI HENDRIX'S 
SIGNIFICANCE AS.A ROCK ARTIST? 
A. He was a unique trendsetter of the a c i d 
rock -r generat ion.; . A gui tar i s t - s inger -
composer (excellent in all three though best 
known a s a guitarist >, Hendrix emerged as 
" v one of the first truly serious rock musicians. 
His first album (Are Yoo-Experienced? 
Reprise; released 9-67) contains melody and 
rhythm patterns never before seen in rock. 
Specifically, "Manic-Depression", a very 
'lieavy." composition, i s jrtayedinthe same 
3-4 t ime of a Strauss waltz. In addition, there 
are many atonal passages in_ various places 
in the album. Generally, the first album is 
one of the earliest hard and loud albums that 
is not intended primarily for dancing. 
As a composer, Hendrix wrote many 
excellent songs in all sorts of moods L I am 
especially fond of the material which ap r 
pears on his second album CAxis: Bold as 
Love Reprise released 3-68). From the slow, 
melodic ."Little Wing" to the hard and 
driving "You Got Me FloatuT ", Hendrix 
maintains a sophistication that makes his 
songs unique. Unlike the Beatles', Hendrix's 
material was not (f r the most part) 
recorded by other artists. This is a sign-of 
uniqueness and a reason why many critics 
simply label Hendrix as the world's greatest 
rock guitarist. 
by M . SieJska 
A. Seeing a left-handed guitarist with a 
right-handed guitar strung backwards play 
with his teeth is^very unusual. Seeing the 
same guitarist play better rock than anyone 
I've_,ever heard or seen is very unique. 
Q. DO. YOU THINK THERE WILL EVER 
B E A REPLACEMENT FOR HENDRIX? 
A; Do. you think there will ever ...be. a 
replacement for Bach? There are tons of 
excellent rock musicians—but each one is 
an individual. If someone records an album 
next month which expands on Hendrix's 
style , does it make him"a replacment? His 
music might be better, but Hendrix is still 
Hendrix . Thanks to moder record ing 
techniques, his music can be preserved the 
way it was intended to be played forever. 
Q. DO YOU THINK THAT HIS DEATH 
WILL HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE DRUG 
CULTURE? 
A. Probably not. First of all, it has been 
asserted by a witness that drugs did not play 
the primary role in his death. He had 
allegedly taken a normal dose of sleeping 
pills. He vomited in his sleep and was not 
able to turn his head to the side, hence he 
suffocated. Even if drugs were, the cause of 
his death, it wouldn't have made any real 
difference. It doesn't mean anything to drug 
users to see a superstar succumb to nar-
cotics. They've seen this type of thing 
among people they know personally. The 
fact that it happens to a celebrity of then-
culture only shows everyone that he was 
only human. 
by Kevin Howard Dubrow 
-The spontaneous demonstrat ion that activities, if no one caresenough to snow up 
occured at Baruch last Thursday created an and even voice any point of view. Our next 
unique situation. -The "evil" act of one meeting will again, most likely be during 
student, who probably forgot t o study for a "club hours" (Thursday from I2r2, con-
midterm, of pulling a fire alarm started stitute club hours") and again will be 
things to going. The students at Bajjich publicize in advance. I hope next; t ime 
actually, became unified for one cause , showing is much higher representing any 
Apathy was forgotten for a moment a s the hidden sign of interest. 
'thought of every Baruchian was expressed. 
The shout was that of the wish for a campus 
and Baruch actually, no kidding, had, a 
campus for a few hours. 'Until the friendly 
neighborhood fuzz intervened against the 
terrible law breaker -who wouldn't allow 
traff ic down; Lexington A v e n u e , the 
The. Junior Class also had a meeting and 
no one, that's right, not one person attended. 
Maybe apathyis not limited to any one c lass 
but has spread equally. Junior, President 
Mark Piliner would also like to see any kind-
of response _sp he can represent your 
viewpoint. Thursday continued to be a bad 
liberated students, liberated from midterms day as a games day sponsored by the Senior 
that is ; got-their dream fulfilled. LetJs keep Class didn't have enough participates for a 
up the activity to get Baruch a campus, at checker, tournament. * This event right 
least a play street. Every time I try to find outside Baruch w a s open to everyone; it 
out how to get Lexington Avenue or 22ad would have included frisbee, stoopball or 
Street, I am confronted with the knowledge any other g a m e students wish to play. It 
of a committeeto get us this s imple request. - would have served as a medium by which 
I also know that for many years there have everyone could do their individual things' 
been many committees, but no campus, with fellow Baruchians. In baseball three 
Why? If you care, make it your respon- strikes and you're out and in this ca se 
sibjlity to-act, not to^ust rap about this and nobody even gave themselves a chance to 
Q. WHY DO YOU SAY THE GRE TEST 
•ROCK" GUITARIST 
A. To distingiiish him from blues, country, 
jazz or classical guitarists. While Hendrix 
was quite versatile, his music still lies en-
tirely within the-rock idiom. 
i . WHAT WAS HIS SIGNIFICANCE AS A 
SOCIAL FORCE? -* - ; 
^£?§3iJe^^ than, a 
I rank hot 
JSthat" quest ion. 
. . . _ . . _ . . . ieff beliefs. 
T^reare r however , people who were.turned 
off by Hendrix because of his loud volume 
and refusal on several occasions to do free 
^concerts for anti-war causes. 
Q. WHAT CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
4IENDRIX P E R F O R M A N C E STRUCK 
YOU AS UNUSUAL OR UNIQUE? 
Q. WHAT WAS HENDRIX'S INFLUENCE 
AS A GUITARIST? 
A. He was a master of using natural guitar 
distortion and electronic devices to produce 
sounds never heard before.Give Jimi a 
Stratocaster; three Sunn amplifiers, a dozen 
Lansing speakers and a wab-wab pedal and 
you'll get anything from a * s ^ e t melody to a 
penetrating driving rock to realistic sound 
effects such a s planes crashing, people 
laughing, cities burnjag, o r j t e | ^ * r ^ i i i g . In 
th& area, Henjdrix Mjgs the- Smpvator; he 
Ifeto6*^boise?*andTnadeMui-art—anyone 
can let a guitar, feed baSct but few can 
control and incorporate these false har-
monics into expressive music. 
Hendrix, no doubt, will be remembered as 
thegreatest guitarist of progressive rock. 
His three^ears of fame (from the summer 
of '67 at Monterey until his death in Sep-
tember, '70) will never be forgotten by the 
rock enthusiasts of this period. 
other problems but to act. Is "Power to the 
People" an advertising slogan or can an 
unified student body further the effort of a 
common goal, . -
Instead of reading this glorious "Ticker" 
article and tucking jt away in your book or 
the nearest garbage Tcan try getting in-
volved. Jerry Rubin titled a book he wrote, 
of course aH us radicals have read it. "Do 
It" and action will beat criticizing in the 
results occurred. This past Thursday also 
proved to be interesting concerning c lass 
activities. At an emergency Freshman 
meeting, a handful *>f freshman were in-
terested enough Jo attend. This situation i s 
an emergency inMtself; how can the elected 
freshman offic 
tell them your ideas or e v e n l » t h e r t o come 
and find out wha they are: If your saying-to 
yourself,"Who g ives a shit I" why d i d y o u 
come to college ?JPm sorry if this upset that 
bloc irf siabwav students but i t most likely 
ou a v g o o d lau^h anywayr Open 
gavej i iahy students:a chance to 
njrtherrthsr^educatioo • a was your choice 
to g o to coBege and not one of us_ is a gift to 
^Baruch. How can the Freshman officers 
plan zneetings. record hops and similar 
swing. More activities are in the n « r 
FUTURE, so have no fear you m a y getf 
another chance to avoid coming to more" 
previously announced plans. Maybe if you 
just gave some activities a chance, you 
might be i ble to force yourself to enjoy it. 
Repeating again, it seerSs - ! end this way 
almost in. every article—the TICKER is: 
open for any student to submit articles and. 
letters to the editor on their individual or 
club want or ideas. Your Class Represen-
tatives as well a s the Executive Council 
were elected by you and are responsitfe to 
represent your views. You c a n either tell 
them your suggestion or problem or bring to 
Student Council yourself. We meet on 
represent y ° u J J y ° u ? ? * ' * Thursdays at 4:30 in the conference room, 
- ^ . ^ • *.-
 Q01 J^J^ a n o p e i j m e e t i n g and you can get 
yourxchance to voice your opinions. 
(By the way—For aU Baruchians who drive 
their cars down to s c h o o l M those"svho want 
to instead of;fight on the^ubway, there i s a 
Crutch Carr iers Lament 
If I make it to December 1, it will be three 
months on these non-descript . crutches. 
Supposedly, I will be off these sticks on that 
date, but as I say supposedly my doctor is 
very fond of prescribing another month. It is 
easy for him, he tells m e to do it, I cb^ail the 
"hard work. This could easily be a continuing 
-jcohimn based on m y favorite memories 
established while on crutches, but F would 
like $t> recount m y recent subway ex» 
cursions. First I'll tell you how I got to this 
situation in the first place. 
wa^ in Cape Cod, Sou^JYarmouth to b e : 
" ^ t n e a r Hyannis), driving on Winslow-
" " " a t ^ 2 0 'AM., August 7, 1970. 
^ a delimitfui, two-lane roadV 
fine S curves. I was going about 
Coining'into a good curve, 
I hit a sand patch on the 
(a FIAT 850) skidded. Not 
i^jconifo^ol, I was - moving 
OtfceTMother lane, the car per-
Another car 
;tion gave m e 
litting m y car literally in 
the air and broke 
weeks in the 
-almost. death. 
subway train a t 
[everymorning 
straight, I 
hated the 
^no other choice now, 
hate it even more. I 
ride the train 
by Richard Kaish 
almost as much, I haven't figured it out yet. 
I may have no right to hate them; it may not 
be their fault; maybe I should blame New 
York City. I get on the train above E . 180th 
Street. There are no seats* but very few 
people standing. I get the one-eyed look. The 
subway rider has developed this method so 
that they won't have to know anyone else is 
on the train. They look up with one eye and 
quickly move back t o their Daily News or-
sleep. At any rate I got no seat, I stood on m y 
left foot, all the way to 23rd Street. 
I grumble to myseB, I try to figure out in 
my mind how this collective body got to lack 
sensitivity, empathy^ and probably in-
telligence and at the same time stored up 
such ah excess of apthy. Then, to keep m y 
mind off the discomfort, I try to figure ways 
of getting people to part with their seats . 
First', I stare people down trying to instill a 
guilt feeding. I plant m y crutches in full-view 
(If they have to look for them they'll never 
find them) and try to get someone to realize 
I a m staring at. them. This method rarely 
works. Most people don't understand the 
reason "for the uss of crutches, I guess . I 
think that if I just sat down on the floor I 
wouldn t draw any interest but just possibly 
i f I fell down a n d writhed in pain, I might 
draw'a little attention but not necessarily a 
seat.. From day to day, I a m growing more 
radical in m y thoughts. I think that if I just 
sat down on the floor I wouldn't draw any 
interest but just possibly if I fell down — 
SCRATCH THE ABOVE LINE 
Carr iers 
Lament 
radical in m y thoughts. I think of first 
asking people for a seat , then-demanding a 
seat, then finally becoming (what!) the 
Robin Hood of the subway. I would bring a 
gun or other weapon, an force the fools to 
give up the seats to m e , to other cripples, old 
people and;women; but for doing something 
as terrible as that, someone would call the 
man to take the s ick person away. . ~ 
Alas, eventually I will get off these sticks 
and go back to just simply hating the sub-
ways, but I vow t o give up m y seat to 
cripples, the blind, the aged, and; other 
deserving souls. Hark, the beginning of a 
new New York. """ 
M A N A G E M E N T 
SOCIETY 
On Thursay, N o v e m b e r 12, the 
Management Soc i e ty p r e s e n t e d P r o f s . ^ 
Arron Levenstein (Mgt.) and David Cole 
(Eng.) in debate. The topic discussed was 
"The R e l e v a n c e of M a n a g e m e n t in 
Society.!' Prof. Cfcle's^opehing argument 
was that professional managers a r e more 
concerned with profits than in making any 
real contribution, to.society-, l i e expressed 
the opinion that this system' of priorities is~ 
ingrained in managers at a college l eve l , 
where they are trained rather than 
educated. At this point, Prof. Levenstein 
commented that all through; recorded 
history, civilization h a s come about as a 
resu l t of proper m a n a g e m e n t , thus 
management must be cdnsidered a human 
and not a dehumanizing . sc ience: B o t h , 
speakers offered cogent arguments o a their 
behalf: -' _ ; 
committee which needs interested students 
to serve on it . Headed bv-Bajgry^JIoffaian 
(ambitiotK r e p r e s e j ^ l t v e ^ d T s ? 1 ^ ^ 
myself, w e hope to get some kmd^6^dise<^mt 
parking for Barucnians.) 
BOOSTERS 
Once again Boosters will be having a Dating 
Game to be held on December 17. 
plications can be obtained in Rm. 315 
POL I SCI 
Ap-
S.C. 
be A new course in Political Science will 
offered next seniester. -
The course i s Political Science 52, FIELD 
WORK IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. 
The student interested Jnr :government 
career is afforded the opportunities to work 
onder the supervision in a public agency. 
The course^will be conducted by Dr. Shalala. 
Persons ^hKerested in this program should 
l e a v e their n a m e s in Room 1508. 
W ^ ^ ^ . ^ - --'•' ;'•'-
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Announcement 
continued from page T 
Students interested to take Italian 13— 
History of Italian Drama of the 19th and 20th 
centuries, covering the works of Pirandello 
and various other authors will . i e . offered 
next semester if a sufficient number of 
students are interested.;Class can be con-
ducted in Italian or" English depending on 
the prejerence of students. 
If y o u like thisi 3 credits course to be given, 
leave your name in the Dante Society offic* 
room 420 Student Center. ^ 
Name: 
Preference: Italian 
English 
SPANISH TUTORING 
Students desiring -tutoring in Spanish may 
contact Helen Wyttin Tel. 725-8552, 3,4 
NEWMAN CLUB 
The Newman Club annual Chairty Drive' 
for the children at St. Agnes Hospital in 
White Plains will be conducted by the 
members on Wednesday,. November 25, 
<L970. The donations received will go towards 
a wheel chair and other current needs. We 
urge the students to contribute and support 
our drive!! 
Dr. Jacob Siegel will represent . the 
University of Pittsburgh *in Ropm 714 bet-
ween 10:00 A.M. and noon, December 7th. 
BRING YOUR BIKE 
Bycle racks are now located in the alley 
between the 23rd Street Building and the 
Student Center. Foot powered bikes only, 
please. Park at your own risk. 
BOOSTERS^—invites the Baruch c o m -
munity to. Coffee and Music Hour on Tues., 
Nov. 24: from 12r2PM in the Marble Loung. 
Turkey "and Jr immings will be served to 
"cejehrate; Than&sjgiving. 
Education 
continued fromT page 2 
After a long absence, the Education 
Society h a s been reborn. The programs 
would like to offer, are: 
1. Speakers from the Board of Education. 
-2. Tutoring Open Enrollment students 
3. Faculty speakers from Education 
Department on- requirements for Business 
Education, Elementary and Secondary 
Education majors. . 
4. Exam coaching by Dr. Benjamin Israel 
5. Surveyof needs for a Day Care"Center 
Additional suggestions and-or criticisms 
are welcomed. In order to offer these dif-
ferent programs, we would need people to 
help plan and coordinate these different 
activities. If you are interested in joining, 
please contact Dr. Jeff Golland or leave 
your name and telephone number with the 
secretary in the Department of Education. 
-Meetings of the Education Society will be 
announced in the TICKER. 
Please come and join us in bringing an old 
friend back to Baruch College. , 
CUNY 
:5flKSsaS^??- - i s * ' •-<*r-
of 7 2 
Meeting Thursday 
Eetember 3- 12-2 
Room 1013-1014 
Bring IDEAS!!! 
Nothing will ••-; 
get done 
unless you come 
continued from page 74 
AJLTERN TE INSTITUTIONS 
From their own statements, it, i s obvious 
that representative bodies of CUNY are* not 
really representative at all. They have 
failed to"perform their minimal duties—to 
inform the college community of the very 
rear danger afoot. They have become en-
dowed with the kind of independent 
existence which is the true mark of, self-
serving bureaucracies. 
One way or another, new institutions must 
replace the old discredited bodies. These 
new institutions will not come down from 
heaven. Truly democratic institutions are 
born through united pol i t ical ac t ion . 
Although it is impossible to predict the exact 
from they will assume, we can be sure of 
certain key requirements. First, that their 
busjfess will he resolution of the present 
crisis, by a new and honest formulation of 
Open Admissions. Second, that democratic 
representatives of students and faculty-will 
serve in the same committees, where their 
. interests coincide—the expansion of.. t h e 
University
 f it's funding and it's 
- A^tfeird^that^the B H E 
-. pnrely adBKiiistrati Ve 
shb^Stf b e ; ;: •:'•"'.. ""• 
To that end we endorse tfhe following 
to all students and faculty of City Univer-
.s i ty: 
(I) Immediately convene,public hearings 
at each of the colleges. leading to s 
university-wide meeting, chaired ' by £ 
student-faculty committee tCK air, discuss 
and recommend policies to deal with the 
following problems—: \ 
A. The Chandler Report and Imiversity 
governance _. ^x\ 
3 . The BHE's recurrent a t t e m p t s ^ raise 
fees, and-orincorporate CUNY into the^ 
University with tuition 
C. Critical analysis of the BHE's pr 
"pen A d m i s s i o n s " p r o g r a m , and 
alternatives needed to actually ex 
CUNY 
(2) To establish democratically elected 50-
50 student-faculty bodies at the-coH^ge level, 
with author i ty over the day-to-day 
operations of these local institutions. 
(3) To es tabl i sh^ a corresponding 
University-wide body to ensure faculty-
student control policy -formulation 
(4) Initiate immediate legal and political 
activity to replace article 15 of the revised 
by-laws, nullify directives of the Chandler. 
Report. 
KOROMANTEE 
BLACK NIGHT 
Ah Evening of Education 
Enjoyment 
C A * 
Fri 
and more!!! 
Nov. 27 , 1970-7:PM 
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 A Dew series of attacks is being launched 
' against the City University. For the second 
time this year students will be forced to 
• defend what is left of CUNY'S tradition as a 
.. low-cost quality-education institution. And 
strangely enough, the danger this time is not 
from arch-conservatives of the Buckley-. 
-Procaccino type, nor even from &>e budget-
si ashiiig Governor of New York. Instead the 
latest threat is taking shape in the offices of 
•/ the City University's awn administration— 
the Board of Higher Education—under the 
smokescreen of low-keyed official reports. 
In fa^t, two very interesting documents 
: have just come to light. Both the Chandler 
V Report and the new Article 15 of the by-laws 
set out the BHE's version of the shape-of-
things-to-come. If the recommendations are 
placed in effect, they will give Bowker 
sweeping power to discipline students and 
faculty under broadly defined cir-
: cum stances. Artile 15 will empower' the 
college president to countermand alt func-
7 tions of the student senate and suspend any 
individuals or organizations which "in-
terfere" with ^the orderly and eontinugus" 
operations of the University—that is, the 
orderly and continuous execution of BHE 
policy. To complete the picture, the 
- Chandler report telescopes nearly every 
independent function of CUNY schools right 
under the thumb of the Chancellor. 
Of course it is no accident that such 
repressive legislation is coming down at this . 
time. The gentlemen of the BHE are still 
. smarting from the Spring "student of-
fensive" which successfully blocked fee 
increases, restored the SEEK cute and gave 
the lie to their inadequate Open Admissions 
Plan. Another important factor is the state 
of crisis- ~now~ prevailuig-rflevere over-
crowding, a 50 percent yearly freshman 
flunk-out; andrnounting budget deficits. The 
BHE is dealingr with the failure of its "Open 
Admissions" Program in the only way it 
cam: a bard line on finances, plenty of 
about it's good intentions, and. 
when that won't work, stepped-up 
.—- AliPOIv^^^TOTfflBraESfi^SNTSt 
How is decentralization possible? A few 
excerpts from the report will make this 
.-.dear.: • _ 
"In practice, this tool can only be effective if 
the President's authority extends down to 
and through the department level. It is 
proposed mat this trend to administrative 
implosion be reversed by a re-establishment 
and an enhancement of presidential 
responsibility and authority in connection 
with matters concerning his cillege." (p.2) 
Four pages later "the report explains that 
'enhancement of presidental responsibility'' 
. refers to the fact that college presidents will 
- be appointed by and 'responsible;' to the 
B.H.E. under direction of the Chancellor. 
."."•' The president, as "executive officer" of. 
the college win be expected to guarantee 
"the maintenance of order" and the 
discipline of members of the college com-
munity whose conduct threatens that or-
der". All administrators are to be appointed 
by the president, and "these administrators, • 
together with the President...should be 
included in all. college decision-making 
bodies since they will be responsible for 
implementing such decisions." (p. 6) In line 
with his kingly role, the presiddent must 
have the prerogative to appoint department 
: chairmen :^ 
"It i s , however, very; clear that the 
President must be given the ability to 
exercise his management of the college at 
the department level through an ad- ' 
jninistrative officer responsible to him. This 
means that department chairman should be 
an administrative officer appointed-by the 
President and serving at the pleasure of the 
President." (p.3) -
Observing that chairman, would be reduced 
to foreman, aae CCNYInstructor suggested 
that thfiLTeamsters would be the appropriate 
faculty bargaining agent... 
, The matter of governance is disposed of 
by giving the BHE's kings-for-bire an ab-
solute veto over alternate plans approved by 
studem^ and faculty, (p^) . \.^-i~^ 
"" ""'«i?. 
appropriately be drawn exclusively frorrr a 
single component,,while others may involve 
more than one component..." 
Such is the considered response of die 
faculty senate to elimination of city-wide 
collective bargaining afforded by law, loss 
of choicein selection of chairmen, and so on. 
NOTTO BE OUTDONE... 
Whereas the Faculty Senate is content 
with vague generalities about the chemistry 
of "components",, the University Student 
Senate (formally S.A.C., Student Advisory 
Coram.) can.hardly find-enough praise for 
the BHE: 
"We commend your effort to increase 
student participation in University 
governance and decision making." 
"Resolved: That m the best interests of the 
University and sound labor-management 
relations the Student Advisory Council 
supports the appointment of Departmental 
Chairman by the college Presidents..."We 
feel this system of checks and balances will 
prevent the kind of insularity that has 
characterized Departmental Chairmen 
while maximizing the managerial ef-
fectiveness of-the President."^ 
Commenting on the only attempt by the 
B.H.E. to seem democratic i.e. the election 
of student representatives to a University 
Council, from the student body at large 
S.A.C, claims: 
"Regardless the section on the University 
jCouncil, the University Student- Senate 
questions thedesirability of University-wide 
elections of student members on three 
bases: first, the existen e o f the University 
Student Senate provides a continuing 
university locus for discussion and 
examination by representative students of-
"all matters of policy which are university-
wide in nature..." 
second, the increased maturity, 
representativeness, and esteem attained by 
' by Peter Wilcox 
the Senate makes, i t an ideal agency for 
selecting from among its' membership 
those who would sit on the University 
Council; and lastly, at-large elected 
students and faculty would be at a decided 
disadvantage with the administration 
representatives simply due t o the factor of 
continuance. 
"We recommend, therefore, that the student 
members of Jhe University Council be 
elected from among the membership of the 
University Student Senate. This system 
would provide the desired measure of 
representativeness and - independence 
without establishing the kind of gap that 
university-wide elections would impose." 
This time SAC has outdone itself in trying to 
get a piece of the action. It throws it's fullest 
support behind Bowker and the Chandler 
Report—provided, that is , it gets to sit on the , 
committees 'representing" the students. 
^.The author of this revealing' tidbit is 
r iochard Lewis, chairman of the Student 
Advisory Council. His credentials a p -
parently, consist of "increased .maturiy" 
(read cynicism) and representativeness" : 
(to the BHE, unfortuately); and as for. 
student "esteen", the only way he can 
possibly salvage some would b e . by 
resigning from SAC, and continuing ins 
education somewhere very far away. 
There-'s no need to labor the point any 
further. ''Normal" representative bodies 
will not be able to cope with the kind of 
situation taking shape at CUNY. The 
University Faculty Senate feels that at long 
last "unruly" students will receive their just 
desserts. The University Student Senate 
promises accountability of inefficient 
presidents and insular facility: Nobody can 
bring himself against checks and balances: 
The.result is that the real thief gets away 
scott free. Such are the hopes of the BHE at" 
least. 
6# 
B-
land local autonomy: these 
are,, the key" words, heartily endorsed as 
ceres for<XfNYfs every ailment. We must 4
«move the focus of major decision-making 
power closer to the college" so that "each 
group of participants..jfeels that it can in-
. ftuence the institution." Bowker adds mat 
-the best way of doing just that ia for him to 
reserve the power to appoint ^ uul dismiss 
coUege presidents, wbxrin turn will appoint 
and dismiss department chairmen; this is 
called strengthening the local units (which 
might wither away if they continue to labor 
unoer uie strain of elections 7. 
> Referring to the basic city-wide contract 
agreements with the faculty, the report 
notes that ^ 
"The resulting contracts and structures 
under the Taylor law have tended to make 
the "office of the Chancellor the obv 
direct court of appeals. Application of 
have- also tended to impose 
and rigid personnel practices 
the entire University. 
rigid practices, are of 
.
 i = . ss than the bargaining 
^XXJKY tezifr. These "rigid" 
apparently crimp the BHE's new 
~ ^ 'flexible" practices. What 
recent hiring of part-
" a neat 
i s accountable'direct ly i to^ Chancellor 
Bowker. With the threat of dismissal, the 
Chancellor effectively governs every im-
portant aspect of the University, without 
taking responsibility in Ins own name. 
HEROIC FACULTY RESPONSE 
Once again the Faculty Senate has risen to 
the occasion. Formulating an answer in 
highly legalistic style, the resolution of June 
1£I970 notes that colleges are made up of 
•major components", that these major 
components are faculty, students and ad-
ministration: 
"Resolved: That the above-mentioned 
components are recognized for the purpose 
of formulating a college-wide governance 
structure in which the participating com-
ponents shall have a defined role and due 
reprsentation...4tSome committees may 
,-V;; 
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Applications: Rtn 315 SC 
^Remember gang, last year on the day 
ter Thanksgiving (turkey day) ;i$b\i **90d 
>me? What are you going" *b do this year?" 
"I know this week's column on our^  beloved 
resident may be as appealing as seeing 
lew hi his underwear
 ? or watching a 
>YBOWL toilet deaner commerical on 
year old reruns of Perry Mason, but 
?d like to let some of you know what 
mestly happens at a real Nixon rally, not 
phony way The New york Times or'the. 
NewsQess)-attempts to describe it; 
here 
axon's Hotdeg and Coke Rally 
During the election recesSj while down in 
ni Beach .(which was one huge old lady 
>meatthat time of the yearX, I went, out of 
boredom, to Nixon's campaign rally for 
-Conservative Republicans on October 27th. 
Outside, the convention hall was about 
seventy people, mostly consisting of folks 
over 50, which, was the only assembled anti-
war gathering. Some carried signs (as the 
usual end the war now poster), and others of 
this group carried flags, which is ironic as 
those bearing a flag usually represents a 
conservative or pro-Nixon policy. I quipped 
to these demonstrators, as I passed, "Right 
Oh !" (As if a weirdo like me has soul.) "But 
isn't the flag inappropriate for your stand?" 
This-group was such a rare case that I didn't 
pursue their motives any further, so I 
proceeded to" enter Nixon's bash. 
Before entering, I must say that I felt 
scared shit with an honest anxiety that at 
any moment, Nixon's Secret Service or a 
hard-hat (hungry, for some liberal flesh) 
might club me to death for looking like a 
nbhTNixbn lover from New York, whatever 
this means. (YAF will probably get a thrill 
vout of this paragraph alone.) 
^EIotdog.and Coke rally? There wasn't even 
any coke! There was semi-warm Diet Pepsi 
that tasted-like water from a rubber hot 
_: water bag that some old lady had just 
" fihisned using; Xllike old ladies as long as 
they stop stealing seats from other people on 
t h e ; & 6r ^'trairi>. After the hot dog, which 
was SxPsbV I soon prayed for Pepto Bismol, 
-' or a Bromo instead of Diet Pepsi. A few 
minutes later, I was in a seat near the part 
xdfthe haff whichniay be described as being 
-^a^i igh as up in heaven. The seat was in a 
J ^ o ^ spot so that could get a good picture of, 
j^ dBBte circus -below and about me as I took; ?
 s&adtoB/L OK, the show begins a.bit4>ast 8 p^ni. 
-4^ 8:64- The MC^is speaking, "WeH, aH you 
v people look really fine, and that is what w e 
jieed—a strong, fine America/! Emotional 
applause follows, including some remarks 
by an anti-Nixon group, which led the 
speaker to continue, "Remember, 99 and 
forty-fourths one-hundreds percent of us 
here love America." More louder appias,ue* 
and some foot-stamping ±>y the anti-Nixon 
group. "We have a highschool band to play a 
great and fine, up-tempoed, patriotic song..*' 
This band, slight off-key, plays, 
'^Everything's Coming' Up Roses". As I 
listen^ I noted that there;are 28 red, white 
and blue flags hanging in the hall; I also 
sight some Secret Service.men searching 
some girls" handbags. * 
8:09: Some guys with crew-ct^ts of the 
Dade County Teenage Republican Club hold 
up these signs, 'GOD BLESS NIXON^, 
. 'WELCOME MR. PRESIDENT'. At the 
same time a group across the way holds xm 
tfieir poster^WflLATJEVER YO*I Tl^OC QF^ 
NIXON, ^ YOU HAVE" f& /SOmT.^fflPS^ 
UGLY!' The MC breaks in, "Presenting the 
Spanish Dancers of Miami...Oh, we're 
sorry, they have been detained, but they will 
dance for you fine people later tonight." I 
must've heard that word 'fine' over two 
dozen times that night. 1 
'•• 8:15. The cops have dragged out some 
.teenagers on- two occasions, for reasons > 
which I stiEdon't know. Some guy in front of 
me witnessing the former action mumbles 
to himself, 'Those pigs !'* The MC, seeming 
excited, says; "Thex President's helicopter 
has arrived and he "will be here shortly." 
Loud cheers, a s another guy gets dragged 
off by the cops. 
8:23: The man Nixon campaigned for in 
FloridaT Bill-€ramer, now steps-up~to-4|ie— 
microphone, <4Hi, everybody; you look 
great; I've got a hard job tonight: I've got to 
introduce our Governor, Claude Kirk." The 
-crowd cheers. A sign is now. in view, 
1QRKS-A-JERK'. Kirk now begins to 
speak, "I worked under the liberalness of 
Lyndon Johnson ~and now under Richard 
Nixon..." As he said this, I wanted to yell * 
back to him that he's not fooling m e about 
that liberalness garbage. : - ' 
difference to win tne peace or lose the peace, 
let % make America^strong/' Foot-stanjuiing 
gets faster and louder. Suddenly, some guy 
with a crew-cut. emotionally bursts out,-'*lf 
you want to march, join the Army." The'-
long-haired guy in front of m e retorts, 
"Ever.get-high?*' Crew-cut: VI want to have 
control o f my brain." Long-hair: **'What 
brain?" Some moments later, the crew-cut 
comes back, "We have to support the 
President." Long-hair: / T h e Nazis also 
supported their leader with your law and 
order!" 
8:47: Nixon's words catch my attention at 
this moment, "Death tolls are lower each 
week; we're ending this war." A few rows 
ahead I hear someont call-out, "Bullshit*" 
Nixon: "I think it's time for a change for a 
lasting peace, which can only be done with 
men like Bill Cramer in the Senate." 
Another mass of teenagers yell out in 
unison, "You're A Banana!" Nixon: "Well 
deal with obsenity, drugs, and smut in my 
administration with these fine candidates." 
A guy near me stands up stiffly and gives 
Nixon a Nazi hand salute. 
8:49: Nixon babbles on, "People like 
Cramer have eased the pollution." Almost 
instantly a black man near me retaliates, 
"Now that's Bullshit!" the crew-cut 
JPeace V* Bits 
By Jan W. Yablow 
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'.>8:33; Nixonlias arrived on stage.-A _ 
front of nie, looks at Nixon, saying, 'T think 
I just pissed in my pants!" Senator Cramer 
introduces Nixon,.5'How sweet it is to have 
you, Mr. President, back in Miami. The 
state of Florida supports you." Applause. 
Nixon holds up his 'V sign on both hishands, 
as the- group near me holds'up, in unison, 
their one finger <up-yours position) on their 
hands. Cramer continues, "We're going to 
fight to bring an end to world per-
missiveness and flag-burning. (to Nixon) 
Look Mr. President, these are the people 
who support you and we will win in Vietnam 
and our boys will come home , thanks to 
you." I wanted to say they'll come home—in 
a long bo::, thanks to.Nixon. 
8:36: Nixon hoarsely speaks, "My fellow 
Americans, today I am here as one who 
speaks for all of you; I own property here in 
Florida myself." The foot-stamping gets 
continually louder. "One vote will-.make a 
•,k( * 
tough^ookli^-^mow, who^coold fit a legal-
descriptloh, ^^>i:a hard-hat, - very angry, 
moves forward "in his seat, seeming,as if he 
wishes-to squeeze the juice out of liberals 
about hini. • 
8:53: Looking; pooped. Nixon wearily 
continues to invoke patriotic cries to the 
throng ofTover^reactive spectators, "The 
future leaders are the millions who study in 
America, and do not justify violence and 
flag burning. I have just come back from 
non-Communist and Communist countries 
and minions came out to cheer me and to 
cheer America. I'm proud of the fact that 
America stands for peace in the world.. God 
bless America!" A^crew-cut then spills out, 
"God b f e s ^ i r p ( A ^ e w ! ' ' And that feUow 
who fitted thenard^hatdescription, says to a 
long-haired kid; "How do you like that, you 
fuzzy, long-haired freak!" The long hair 
answers, "'Remember, Jesus Christ also 
had long hair."
 r ' 
V 8-.58: The crowd is very tense as Nixon'i 
•".'contmues,~<fNo"wi''r-ask7for your support for • 
peace at home. It's time for the great silent 
majority to stand-up and be counted; stand-
up silent majority!" Wefl,-you guessedritr 
the Nixon lovers stood-up-and applauded: 
themselves. *The way you can-answer is by 
your votes; and vote for America on 
November 3rd. Show what the real siient 
majority thinks o^ America.''.On November 
3rd, the folks showed him what they thought • 
OL his America: both Cramer and Kirk lost; 
heavily. 
... »i 04: As I leave the hall, an old man with a. 
Veterans of Foreign Wars cap is ripping-up 
a sign which said, TRICKY DICK SPEAKS 
WITH FORKEU TONGUE ANb BALLS IN 
MOUTH', a apologize to those readers who 
don't-relish; this languag* 
reading th^ Ladies Home Journal or 
Reader's Digest) " 
From my own viewpoint, it seemed-that 
most at this rally really didn't attend to 
listen to Nixon. If it was those who were anti-
Nixon, these individuals sought the best 
means to give Nixon not the easiest of times. 
If it wasfthose who,favored Nixon's rhetoric, 
these persons sought ways to make the anti-
Nixon people feel very uneasy, or just yell 
slogans to praise Tricky Dick and Company, 
no matter what the hell they said/ Someone 
could have quipped that Agnew is^ a 
homosexual and the 'silent majority' would 
have still stood-up and yelled, "God Bless 
Agnew!" 
I cannot be perfectly sure,: but I believe all 
of Nixon's rallys across the U^., including 
funds for planes, helicopters, food, char-
tered buses, etc.] were all paid,from money 
of the real Silent majority'—the guys who 
pay taxes! 
"It's a sorry situation to s e : people so 
deeply divided or think they are of the silent 
majority or of the <new) left in America. 
Nixon's -concept of 'bring us together' is jusr 
as much a false statement as those made at 
this rally. I'm at a loss for word-
s...Goodnight Agnew! 
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